Distribution-Sensitive Unbalanced Data Oversampling Method for Medical Diagnosis.
Aiming at the problem of low accuracy of classification learning algorithm caused by serious imbalance of sample set in medical diagnostic application, this paper proposes a distribution-sensitive oversampling algorithm for imbalanced data. The algorithm accurately divides the minority samples into noise samples, unstable samples, boundary samples and stable samples according to the location of the minority samples. Different samples are processed differently to select the most suitable sample for the synthesis of new samples. In the case of sample synthesis, a distribution-sensitive sample synthesis method is adopted. Different sample synthesis methods are selected according to their different distance from the surrounding minority samples, so as to ensure that the newly synthesized samples have the same characteristics with the original minority samples. The real medical diagnostic data test shows that this algorithm improves the accuracy rate of classification learning algorithm compared with the existing sampling algorithms, especially for the accuracy rate and recall rate of minority classes.